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Decentralized Supervision of Petri Nets

Marian V. Iordache and Panos J. Antsaklis

Abstract—This note extends previous results on the supervision of Petri
nets (PNs) to the decentralized setting. While focusing on the extension of
supervision based on place invariants (SBPI), the proposed approach is
more general and could be applied to other types of supervision as well. We
begin by introducing d-admissibility as an extension to the decentralized
setting of the centralized admissibility concept. We define also structural
d-admissibility, as the counterpart of the simple sufficient conditions for
centralized admissibility in the context of the SBPI. Note that (structural)
d-admissibility is only sufficient for a specification to be enforcible with the
same permissiveness as in the centralized setting with full controllability
and observability. However, structural d-admissibility can be checked with
low polynomial complexity. Based on the d-admissibility concept, we pro-
pose two suboptimal methods to design decentralized supervisors. The first
method is to find a centralized solution, and then distribute the centralized
supervisory policy by means of communication. The amount of communi-
cation can be minimized by means of an integer linear program (ILP). The
second method is to transform the specification to a (more restrictive) d-ad-
missible specification by means of an ILP. In the case of decentralized su-
pervision with communication, the ILP can be used to minimize the amount
of communication required by the solution.

Index Terms—Decentralized control, Petri nets, supervisory control.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider Petri net (PN) structures of the form N =
(P; T; F;W ), where P is the set of places, T the set of transitions,
F the set of transition arcs, and W the weight function. A decen-
tralized supervisor S consists of a set of supervisors S1;S2; . . .Sn,
operating in parallel, such that a given specification is satisfied. We
will denote the supervisor S by

i
Si, since a transition may be

fired if no supervisor Si disables it. Each supervisor can control
(observe) a subset Tc;i(To;i) of the transitions T . The set of tran-
sitions that are uncontrollable (unobservable) to Si are denoted by
Tuc;i = T n Tc;i(Tuo;i = T n To;i).

Let (N ; Tc;1; . . .Tc;n; To;1; . . .To;n) denote the system N with
sets of controllable and observable transitions Tc;1; Tc;2; . . .Tc;n and
To;1; To;2; . . .To;n. The main problem considered in this note is given
a system (N ; Tc;1; . . . Tc;n; To;1; . . . To;n) and a global specification,
find S1; S2; . . .Sn whose simultaneous operation guarantees that the
global specification is satisfied. Note that the problem does not give
specifications for each supervisor Si, but rather a global specification
that needs to be somehow decomposed in specifications for each
supervisor Si.

Depending on whether communication between the supervisors Si
is allowed or not, we can distinguish between several cases: supervi-
sion with no communication, supervision with constraints on the com-
munication between the supervisors, and supervision with unrestricted
communication. If communication is available, two types of informa-
tion can be exchanged. A supervisor Si can communicate with another
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supervisor Sj to observe a transition t 2 To;j n To;i or to control a
transition t 2 Tc;j n Tc;i. Examples of factors that could restrict com-
munication are bandwidth limitations and lack of communication links
between certain supervisors. To address such constraints, communica-
tion costs are associated with each transition.

The type of specifications considered in this note are

L� � b (1)

whereL 2 n �jP j; b 2 n , and � is the marking ofN . An overview
of the centralized enforcement of (1) as well as some other necessary
definitions are included in Section II. D-admissibility is introduced in
Section III. For d-admissible constraints (1), a decentralized supervisor
can be easily obtained, without any need for communication. However,
one way to enforce d-inadmissible constraints is to enable the super-
visors Si to remotely control/observe transitions that are not directly
available, communication achieving a virtual d-admissibility. Then, an
integer linear program (ILP) can be used to minimize the communica-
tion cost. This approach is considered in Section IV. The approach is
suboptimal, as the strategy of creating virtual d-admissibility may not
lead to the least communication cost. In the cases in which communi-
cation is restricted or unavailable, the design of decentralized supervi-
sors is more difficult, but can be approached using an ILP, as shown in
Section V. The approach is suboptimal, as it may not produce the least
restrictive solution, when it exists. Section VI concludes our presenta-
tion with a manufacturing example adapted from [1].

The decentralized supervision of discrete event systems (DES) has
been studied for automata models. For PN models, distributed super-
vision has been considered in [2], for specifications given from the be-
ginning in a distributed form. We are not aware of any other related
work on PN models. Compared to related work on automata models,
note that d-admissibility is not equivalent to controllability and coob-
servability [3], as a d-inadmissible specification could still be feasible.
On the other hand, structural d-admissibility can be verified with low
polynomial complexity. Note also that the complexity of the methods
presented here depends on the size of the PN, not on the reachability
graph (which defines the equivalent automaton of a PN), which may
not even be finite. As in [4], communication consists of events rather
than state estimates or observation strings [5], [6]. The vast majority
of the decentralized control papers consider language specifications.
Here we consider specifications (1), which are a particular type of state
predicates. The relation between state predicate specifications and lan-
guage specifications is as follows: any language can be represented as
a state predicate on a system consisting of the plant and a “memory”
DES [7]. In the automata setting, the existence of a decentralized so-
lution enforcing state predicates is studied in [8]. In the context of PN
models, the enforcement of (1) has been studied by numerous authors,
such as [9]–[12]. The decentralized control of DES has been proposed
for various applications, including manufacturing [1], [2], failure de-
tection [13], and communication protocols [14]. An earlier version of
our work can be found in [15].

II. PRELIMINARIES

Given a PNN of marking �, a constraint will be denoted by l� � c

with l 2 1�jP j and c 2 , while a set of constraints by L� � b with
L 2 n �jP j; b 2 n , and nc � 1. Note thatN represents the plant.
The supervision based on place invariants (SBPI) provides a supervisor
in the form of a PN Ns = (Ps; T; Fs;Ws) with

Ds = �LD (2)

�0;s = b� L�0 (3)

0018-9286/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) PN model. (b) Centralized supervision. (c) Decentralized supervision.

where D is the incidence matrix of the plant N ;Ds is the incidence
matrix of the supervisor, �0;s the initial marking of the supervisor, and
�0 is the initial marking of N . The places of the supervisor are called
control places. The supervised system, that is the closed-loop system,
is a PN of incidence matrix Dc = [DT (�LD)T ]T . As an example,
the control places C1 and C2 in Fig. 3 enforce �1 + �2 + �3 � 1 and
�4 + �5 + �6 � 1, respectively.

Let �c be the marking of the closed-loop, and let �cjN denote �c
restricted to the plant N . t 2 T is closed-loop enabled if �c enables
t; t is plant-enabled, if �cjN enables t in N . The supervisor detects
t if t is closed-loop enabled at some reachable marking �c and firing
t changes the marking of some control place. The supervisor controls
t if there is a reachable marking �c such that t is plant-enabled but
not closed-loop enabled. Given �c, the supervisor disables t if there
is a control place C such that (C; t) 2 Fs and �c(C) < Ws(C; t).
A supervisor is admissible, if it only controls controllable transitions
and it only detects observable transitions. The constraints L� � b are
admissible if the supervisor defined by (2)–(3) is admissible. When
inadmissible, the constraints L� � b are transformed (if possible) to
an admissible form La� � ba such that La� � ba ) L� � b [11].
Then, the supervisor enforcing La� � ba is admissible, and enforces
L� � b as well. A plant N with sets of controllable and observable
transitions Tc and To will be denoted by (N ; Tc; To).

To illustrate the decentralized setting, consider a manufacturing
system in which two robots transport parts to a common assembly area.
The system is modeled by the PN of Fig. 1(a), where �2 = 1(�4 = 1)
when robot 1 (robot 2) is in the parts bin, and �1 = 1(�3 = 1)
when robot 1 (robot 2) robot is in the assembly area. Thus, the system
consists of two subsystems, corresponding to the two robots. The sets
of controllable transitions of the two subsystems are Tc;1 = ft1; t2g
and Tc;2 = ft3; t4g. The sets To;1 and To;2 can also be defined,
describing the transitions that can be observed in each subsystem.

III. DECENTRALIZED ADMISSIBILITY

To distinguish between centralized and decentralized admissibility,
we call the former c-admissibility and the latter d-admissibility. Let �0
denote the initial marking of the plant.

Definition 1: Given (N ; �0; Tc;1 . . . Tc;n; To;1 . . .To;n), a con-
straint is d-admissible if there is a set C � f1; 2; . . .ng; C 6= ;, such
that the constraint is c-admissible with respect to (N ; �0; Tc; To),
where Tc =

i2C Tc;i and To =
i2C To;i. A set of constraints is

d-admissible if each of its constraints is d-admissible.
It is important to notice that the definition of d-admissibility does not

require the sets To;i to share common transitions, as the sets C may be a
singletons. However, the definition can take advantage of situations in
which there are sets To;i that are not disjoint. As an example, consider
the PN structure of Fig. 1(a) for Tuc;1 = Tuo;1 = ft3; t4g; Tuc;2 =
Tuo;2 = ft1; t2g, and initial marking �0 = [1; 1; 1; 1]T . Thus, To;1
and To;2 are disjoint. Notice that the set of constraints L� � b de-
scribing �1 � 1 and �4 � 1 is d-admissible: The constraint �1 � 1
satisfies Definition 1 for C = f1g and �4 � 1 for C = f2g. An ex-
ample of a constraint that is not d-admissible is �1 + �3 � 1. Now,

assuming Tuo;1 = Tuo;2 = ;; �1 + �3 � 1 is d-admissible for C =
f1; 2g, while not c-admissible with respect to any of (N ; Tc;1; To;1) or
(N ; Tc;2; To;2).

The construction of a decentralized supervisor enforcing d-admis-
sible constraints is illustrated on the PN of Fig. 1(a) with Tc;1 =
ft1; t2g; Tc;2 = ft3; t4g; Tuo;1 = Tuo;2 = ;; �0 = [0; 1; 1; 0]T ,
and specification �1 + �3 � 1. The centralized solution is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The constraint is d-admissible for C = f1; 2g. Given two
variables x1; x2 2 , a decentralized supervisor S1 ^ S2 enforcing
�1 + �3 � 1 can be defined by the following rules.

Operation of S1
• Initialize x1 = 0.
• Disable t1 if x1 = 0.
• If t2 or t3 fires, x1 = x1 + 1.
• If t1 or t4 fires, x1 = x1 � 1.
Operation of S2
• Initialize x2 = 0.
• Disable t4 if x2 = 0.
• If t2 or t3 fires, x1 = x1 + 1.
• If t1 or t4 fires, x2 = x2 � 1.
Note that S1 and S2 differ only in the second rule: one disables t1,

while the other t4. A graphical representation of S1 and S2 is possible,
once we reexamine the meaning of arcs going from control places to
transitions. In Fig. 1, S1 is represented by C1 and S2 by C2;x1 is the
marking of C1 and x2 the marking of C2. Graphically, C1 and C2 are
copies of the control place C of the centralized supervisor. However,
(C1; t4) and (C2; t1) model observation, not control. This is due to
the fact that S1 never disables t4 and S2 never disables t1. As C1 and
C2 have the same initial marking as C , their markings stay equal at all
times. So, whenever t1 should be disabled, the disablement action is
implemented byC1, and whenever t4 is to be disabled, the disablement
action is implemented by C2.

In the general case, the construction of a supervisor enforcing a d-ad-
missible constraint l� � c (l 2 1�jP j and c 2 ) is as follows.
Algorithm 1: Supervisor Design for a D-Admissible Constraint

1) Let �0 the initial marking of N ; C the control place of
the centralized SBPI supervisor Ns = (Ps; T; Fs;Ws)
enforcing l� � c, and C the set of Definition 1.

2) For all i 2 C, let xi 2 be a state variable of Si.
3) Define Si, for i 2 C, by the following rules:
• Initialize xi = c � l�0.
• If t 2 Tc;i; t 2 C� and xi<Ws(C; t), then Si disables t.
• If t fires, t 2 To;i and t 2 �C , then xi = xi +Ws(t; C).
• If t fires, t 2 To;i and t 2 C�, then xi = xi �Ws(C; t).
To enforce a d-admissible set of constraintsL� � b, the construction

above is repeated for each constraint l� � c. Note that in our graph-
ical representation, the supervisors Si correspond to jCj copies of the
control place C of the centralized supervisor, where each copy has the
same initial marking as C .

As stated in the next result, Algorithm 1 provides supervisors that are
feasible and maximally permissive. A decentralized supervisor Sd =

i2C Si is feasible if all Si are feasible. Si is feasible if Si only
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observes transitions t 2 To;i and disables transitions t only if not
plant-enabled or if t 2 Tc;i. Further, let’s notice that a decentralized
supervisor attains maximal permissiveness when it is as permissive as
the centralized supervisor of the construction (2)–(3). Let S be the su-
pervisor of (2)–(3) (for simplicity, the same notation S is used both for
the enforcement of sets of constraints L� � b and the enforcement of
single constraints l� � c.)

Theorem 1: The decentralized supervisor Sd constructed in Algo-
rithm 1 is feasible, enforces the desired constraint, and is as permissive
as the centralized supervisor S .

Proof: Feasibility is an immediate consequence of Algorithm 1.
The remaining part of the theorem can be proved by showing that a
firing sequence � is enabled by the centralized supervisor at the ini-
tial marking iff enabled by the decentralized supervisor at the initial
marking. This follows easily from the observations that (a) at all mark-
ings � and for all i 2 C : xi = l��c and (b) the centralized supervisor
is c-admissible with respect to (N ; Tc; To), where Tc and To are from
Definition 1. A complete proof can be found in [15].

Let TM
o be the set of transitions detected by S and TM

c the set of
transitions controlled by S . For instance, in Fig. 1(b) TM

c = ft1; t4g
and TM

o = ft1; t2; t3; t4g. The d-admissibility of a constraint can be
tested as follows.

Algorithm 2: Checking the d-admissibility of a constraint

1) Find TM
o and TM

c .
2) Let C be the set of indices i satisfying To;i � TM

o .
3) If C = ;, declare the constraint not d-admissible and exit.
4) Define Tc =

i2C
Tc;i.

5) Does Tc satisfy Tc � TM
c ? If yes, declare the constraint

d-admissible. Otherwise, declare the constraint not d-admis-
sible.

A d-admissible constraint can be implemented using a minimal
set Cmin � C of indices i such that TM

c �
i2C

Tc;i. Further,
checking whether a set of constraints is d-admissible involves checking
each constraint individually with Algorithm 2.

Proposition 1: Algorithm 2 is correct.
Proof: A constraint is declared d-admissible if C 6= ; and Tc �

TM
c . The definition of TM

o and TM
c implies that the constraint is c-ad-

missible with respect to (N ; Tc; To) (where To =
i2C

To;i). Then,
in view of Definition 1, the algorithm is right to declare the constraint
d-admissible. Next, assume a d-admissible constraint. Then, there is
a set C0 6= ; such that the constraint is c-admissible with respect to
(N ; T 0

c; T
0
o) (where T 0

c =
i2C

Tc;i and T 0
o =

i2C
To;i). Then

T 0
o � TM

o and T 0
c � TM

c ; T 0
o � TM

o ) C0 � C ) Tc � T 0
c )

Tc � TM
c . Consequently, the algorithm declares the constraint to be

d-admissible.
In general, it may not be possible to compute the sets TM

c and TM
o

without some reachability analysis. Alternatively, estimates T e
c � TM

c

and T e
o � TM

o can be used instead of TM
c and TM

o . However, in this
case the algorithm only checks a sufficient condition for d-admissi-
bility, and so it can no longer detect constraints that are not d-admis-
sible. In the case of the SBPI, a constraint l� � c is implemented by a
control place C , as described by (2)–(3). Thus, some estimates T e

c and
T e
o areT e

c = C� andT e
o = �C[C�. Here,T e

c differs fromTM
c if there

is t 2 C� that is never both plant-enabled and closed-loop disabled in
(N ; �0;S). Also, T e

o differs from TM
o if there is some t 2 �C [ C�

that is dead in (N ; �0; S). A constraint l� � c is structurally d-ad-
missible if it satisfies the test of Algorithm 2 when T e

c = C� and
T e
o = �C [ C� are used instead of TM

c and TM
o . Structural d-admis-

sibility is the decentralized equivalent of the following admissibility
conditions of [11]:

lDuc � 0 and lDuo = 0 (4)

where Duc and Duo are the restrictions of the incidence matrix of the
plant to the sets of uncontrollable and unobservable transitions, respec-
tively. Structural d-admissibility coincides with d-admissibility in all
examples considered in this section.

IV. DISTRIBUTING CENTRALIZED SUPERVISORY POLICIES

The previous section has shown that the design of supervisors en-
forcing d-admissible constraints can be done easily, as in Algorithm
1. It remains to consider the enforcement of constraints that are not
d-admissible. Two main approaches are possible here. One is to solve
the problem first in a centralized setting, by assuming all locally ob-
servable and controllable transitions as observable and controllable to
a central supervisor. Then, a communication policy could be used for a
decentralized implementation of the centralized solution. Alternatively,
another approach is to solve the problem directly in the decentralized
setting. The first approach is considered in this section, while the other
will be treated in Section V.

In our decentralized setting, communication can be used to increase
the sets Tc;i and To;i of transitions that a supervisor Si can control and
observe. This is achieved by transmitting control decisions/transition
firings to/from a supervisor Sj that can control/observe the transition
of interest. Any transition added by communication to Tc;i(To;i) and
used by Si for control (observation) is said to be remotely controlled
(observed). Note that given a set C, communication cannot increase
To =

i2C
To;i above the attainable upper bound To � To, where

To =
n

i=1
To;i. In the same way, Tc = i2C

Tc;i cannot be increased
above Tc =

n

i=1
Tc;i. Indeed, T n Tc(T n To) is the set of transitions

uncontrollable (unobservable) to all supervisors Sj .
We begin with an algorithm that uses only the communication of

transition firings, without resorting to the transmission of control deci-
sions. We assume that we start with a specification that is c-admissible
with respect to (N ; Tc; To). If that is not the case, the specification
could be transformed to a (more restrictive) c-admissible form using
one of the literature approaches, such as [11].
Algorithm 3: Decentralized supervisor design with local control

1) Let S be the centralized SBPI supervisor enforcing the spec-
ification. Let Tcs be the set of transitions controlled by S and
Tos the set of transitions detected by S .

2) Find a set C such that Tc = i2C
Tc;i � Tcs.1

3) In view of the d-admissibility requirement that
i2C

To;i �
Tos, the communication is designed as follows: For all t 2
Tos\( i2C

Tuo;i), a supervisor Sj such that t 2 To;j trans-
mits the firings of t to all supervisors Sk with t 2 Tuo;k and
k 2 C.

4) Design the decentralized supervisor by applying Algorithm
1 to N ; C and To;i = To;i [ Tos8i 2 C.

Algorithm 3 identifies the class of solutions that can be obtained
when only observations of transition firings are communicated. There
are other types of solutions, as illustrated next. Assume that in Fig. 1(a)
Tc;1 = To;1 = ft1; t2g; Tc;2 = To;2 = ft3; t4g, and the specification
is �1 + �3 � 1. Algorithm 3 produces C = f1; 2g and requires t1
and t2 to be communicated by S1 to S2, and t3 and t4 by S2 to S1. S1
and S2 can be illustrated as in Fig. 1(c). However, this solution is not
unique. For instance, another possibility would be to have all control
decisions made by S1. Communication would ensure that S1 remotely
controls t4 and remotely observes t3 and t4. S2 would simply commu-
nicate t3 and t4 to S1 and execute the decisions of S1 concerning t4.
This solution is illustrated in Fig. 2. Either of these two solutions could

1At least one solution exists: C = f1 . . .ng. Indeed, S admissible w.r.t.
(N ; T ; T ) implies T � T , where T = T .
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Fig. 2. Example of control with communication.

be optimal, depending on the relative cost of communicating observa-
tions versus control decisions. The following algorithm can be used to
find the best solution, based on a cost function and an ILP

To characterize communication, let �ij and "ij be binary variables
defined as follows:

• �ij = 1 iff the transition tj is communicated to Si;
• "ij = 1 iff the transition tj is remotely controlled by Si.

Note that in the broadcast case �ij = �j for all i, and "ij = "j for
all i, where the latter means that either all or none of the supervisors
Si are allowed to remotely control tj . In practice, remote control could
be implemented by allowing the supervisors to announce when their
control decision (tj enabled or tj disabled) changes.

Assume that the specification has nc constraints. Let T k
c (T

k
o ) be

the set of transitions controlled (detected) by the centralized SBPI su-
pervisor that enforces the k-th constraint. Note that T k

c � Tcs and
T k
o � Tos. Let �ik denote binary variables indicating whether Si par-

ticipates in the control decision making for the constraint k. For in-
stance, in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 2 there is only one constraint (namely
�1 + �3 � 1), so k = 1. In Fig. 1(c) �11 = �21 = 1, while in Fig. 2,
�11 = 1 and �21 = 0, because S2 makes no control decisions.

If Si participates in the control decision making for the constraint k
(i.e., if �ik = 1), then d-admissibility requires it to observe all transi-
tions in T k

o . This is written as

�ij � �ik 8j 2 ff : tf 2 T k
o n To;ig 8i = 1 . . .n; 8k = 1 . . .nc

(5)

Further, every transition t 2 T k
c needs to be controlled by some Si. If

Si controls tj 2 T k
c and tj =2 Tc;i, then we need "ij = 1. Formally,

8tj 2 T k
c 9i = 1 . . .n : (�ik = 1)^[tj 2 Tc;i_(tj =2 Tc;i^"ij = 1)].

This can be expressed by (6)–(7)

8k = 1 . . .nc :

n

i=1

�ik � 1 (6)

8k = 1 . . .nc; 8x = 1 . . .n

8j 2 fy : ty 2 T k
c g : �xk � "xj +

i2I

�ik (7)

where Ij = fi : tj 2 Tc;ig. Without loss of generality, we have
assumed T k

c 6= ;. We can use an ILP to minimize a cost of the form

min
i;j

�ijcij +
i;j

"ijfij +
i;k

�ikhik (8)

which penalizes communication and the number of supervisors im-
plementing control. The minimization is subject to (5)–(7). As dis-
cussed later in Section V, additional inequalities for communication
constraints could be incorporated in the ILP.

Algorithm 4: Design minimizing communication

1) Solve (8) subject to (5)–(7).
2) For each k = 1 . . .nc, apply Algorithm 1 on N with C =

fi : �ik = 1g; Tc;i = Tc;i [ ftj : "ij = 1g, and To;i =
To;i [ ftj : �ij = 1g.

The decentralization approach of this section could be used for more
general specifications, such as modular language specifications, as long

as the computation of the sets T k
c and T k

o is convenient. As mentioned
in the previous section, structural analysis can easily provide estimates
T k;e
c � T k

c and T k;e
o � T k

o for the SBPI.

V. DESIGN WITH CONSTRAINT TRANSFORMATIONS

A. Supervision Without Communication

In this section, we propose a method for the transforma-
tion of constraints that are not d-admissible to (more restric-
tive) constraints that are d-admissible. As an illustration, con-
sider the PN of Fig. 1(a), this time with the initial marking
�0 = [0; 3; 0; 3]T ; Tc;1 = To;1 = ft1; t2g; Tc;2 = To;2 = ft3; t4g,
and specification �1 + �3 � 2. It can be seen that there is no way to
transform �1 + �3 � 2 to a single d-admissible constraint. However,
we can transform it to the d-admissible set of constraints of �1 � 1
and �3 � 1, where �1 � 1 is d-admissible for C = f1g and �3 � 1
for C = f2g.

In the general case, the problem can be stated as follows: Given
a set of constraints L� � b that is not d-admissible and the sets
C1; C2; . . . Cm, find sets of constraints L1� � b1 . . .Lm� � bm d-ad-
missible with respect to C1; C2; . . . Cm, respectively, such that

(L1� � b1 ^ L2� � b2 ^ . . .Lm� � bm)) L� � b: (9)

This framework includes the case when not all constraints Li� � bi
are necessary to implement L� � b, by allowing Li = 0 and bi = 0.
Further, without loss of generality, C1 . . . Cm are assumed to be given,
not calculated. Indeed, we could include all possible groups Ci, as their
number is finite (2p � 1 for p subsystems). This would guarantee that
no possible solution of the form (9) is excluded. However, it may not be
necessary to include all Ci’s. Indeed, it is to be expected that in practice
most Ci’s have T

(i)
o =

j2C
To;j = ;.

The problem is more tractable if the stronger condition
m

i=1

�iLi� �
m

i=1

�ibi ) L� � b (10)

replaces (9), where �i are nonnegative scalars. Without loss of gen-
erality, (10) assumes that L1 . . .Lm have the same number of rows.
Again, without loss of generality, (10) can be replaced by

m

i=1

Li� �
m

i=1

bi ) L� � b: (11)

We further simplify our problem to

L1 + L2 + � � �Lm = R1 +R2L (12)

b1 + b2 + � � � bm = R2(b+ 1)� 1 (13)

for R1 with nonnegative integer elements and R2 diagonal with posi-
tive integers on the diagonal. Note that [(R1+R2L)� � R2(b+1)�
1] ) L� � b has been proved in [11].

Recalling (4), the admissibility requirements are written as

LiD
(i)
uc � 0 (14)

LiD
(i)
uo = 0 (15)

where D
(i)
uc and D

(i)
uo are the restrictions of D to the sets

T
(i)
uc =

i2C
Tuc;i and T

(i)
uo =

i2C
Tuo;i.

An ILP can be used to find a feasible solution to (12)–(15), where
the unknowns are R1; R2; Li, and bi. In general, it is difficult to find
constraints or a cost function that guarantee that the least restrictive so-
lution is found, when a least restrictive solution exists. However, given
a finite setMI of markings of interest, it is possible to insure that the
feasible space of the solution will include the markings ofMI by using
the constraints

LiM � bi1
T ; i = 1 . . .m (16)
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where�means that each element ofLiM is less or equal to the element
of the same indexes in bi1

T ;M is a matrix whose columns are the
markings of MI , and 1T is a row vector of appropriate dimension in
which all elements are 1.

B. Supervision With Communication

Here, we extend the procedure of Section V-A to the case in which
communication is possible. Communication is used to relax the admis-
sibility constraints (14) and (15) by reducing the number of locally un-
controllable or unobservable transitions. However, this reduction may
be limited by various communication constraints, such as bandwidth
limitations. The framework of this section allows communication con-
straints to be incorporated in the design process, and can be used to
minimize communication by defining a cost function. As in Section
IV, we use the binary variables �ij and "ij to describe the communica-
tion. Recall, �ij = 1 iff the firings of tj are communicated to Si, and
"ij = 1 iff Si can remotely control the firings of tj . Note that we have
the following constraints:

8tj 2 T n To : �ij = 0 (17)

for To = n

i=1 To;i, where T n To is the set of transitions that cannot
be observed anywhere in the system. Similarly

8tj 2 T n Tc : "ij = 0 (18)

for Tc = n

i=1 Tc;i. For any practical purpose, we are not interested
in unbounded solutions. So, we assume some upper and lower bounds
are imposed on LiD. Let Bi

L and Bi
U be the lower and upper bounds

of LiD. Note thatBi
L and Bi

U bound the weights of the arcs by which
control places can be connected to the PN. In particular, if we desire the
supervisor PN to be ordinary, we can set all elements ofBi

L to�1 and
all elements of Bi

U to 1. In general, Bi
L and Bi

U can be set to arbitrary
numbers. Given these bounds, (15) can be relaxed to

LiD(�; tj) � Bi
U (�; tj)�xj

LiD(�; tj) � Bi
L(�; tj)�xj

8tj 2 T (i)
uo 8x 2 Xij (19)

whereXij = fx 2 Ci : tj =2 To;xg. This relaxes LiD
(i)
uo = 0 by elim-

inating the constraints corresponding to the transitions of T (i)
uo that have

their firings communicated to the supervisors of Ci. Similarly, (14) can
also be relaxed by allowing the supervisors to remotely control tran-
sitions. Thus, if tj 2 T

(i)
uc , the admissibility requirement with respect

to tj can be relaxed when the remote control of tj is allowed. Then,
instead of (14) we have

LiD(�; tj) � Bi
U (�; tj)

x2C

"xj if tj =2
x2C

Tc;x: (20)

Communication constraints stating that certain transitions cannot be
remotely observed or controlled, can be incorporated by setting coef-
ficients �ij and "ij to zero. Constraints limiting the average network
traffic can be incorporated as constraints of the form

i;j

�ijgij +
i;j

"ijhij � p (21)

where gij ; hij and p are scalars. As an example, the coefficients gij
could reflect average firing counts of the transitions over the operation
of the system.

We may also choose to minimize the amount of communication in-
volved in the system. Then, we can formulate our problem as

min
i;j

�ijcij +
i;j

"ijfij (22)

where the variables are Li; bi; �ij ; "ij ; R1 andR2, the coefficients cij
and fij are given, and the minimization is subject to the constraints

(12)–(13), (16)–(20), and �ij ; "ij 2 f0; 1gjT j. This problem can be
solved using an ILP.

C. Liveness Constraints

A difficulty of this approach is that the permissiveness of the gen-
erated constraints can be hard to control. In the worst case, the gener-
ated constraintsmay cause parts of the system to unavoidably deadlock.
Such a situation can be prevented by using a special kind of constraints,
that we call liveness constraints.

A liveness constraint consists of a vector x such that for all i : Lix �
0. A possible way to obtain such constraints is described next. Given a
finite firing sequence �, let x� be a vector such that x�(i) is the number
of occurrences of the transition ti in �. Given the PN of incidence ma-
trixD and the constraintsL� � b, let y be a nonnegative integer vector
such thatDy � 0 and�LDy � 0. A vector y satisfying these inequal-
ities has the following property. If � is a firing sequence such that: i) �
can be fired without violating L� � b; and ii) x� = y, then � can be
fired infinitely often without violating L� � b. However, if the decen-
tralized control algorithm generates a constraint Li� � bi such that
LiDy 6� 0, then any firing sequence � having x� = y cannot be in-
finitely often fired in the closed-loop. If such a situation is undesirable,
the matrices Li can be required to satisfy Lix � 0 for x = Dy. An
illustration will be given in Section VI.

VI. EXAMPLE

This section illustrates the approach of Section V on a manufac-
turing example adapted from [1]. The system is shown in Fig. 3. It
consists of two machines (M1 and M2), four robots (H1 . . .H4), and
four buffers of finite capacity (B1 . . .B4). The events associated with
the movement of the parts within the system are marked with Greek
letters. There are two types of parts. The manufacturing process of the
first type of parts is represented by the following sequence of events:
1�1�1�3�3�3�1�1. The manufacturing process of the second kind of
parts is represented by 2�4�4�2�2�2�4�2. These processes can be
modeled by a PN, as shown in Fig. 3, in which the transitions are la-
beled by the events they represent.

The first supervisory requirements are that the buffers do not over-
flow. Assuming that the buffers B1 and B2 share common space, the
requirement can be written as

�3 + �13 � 2k (23)

where 2k is the maximum number of parts that can be in B1 and B2

at the same time. Similarly, if the buffers B3 and B4 share a common
space of the same capacity, the constraint is

�6 + �10 � 2k: (24)

Another requirement is that the number of completed parts of type 1 is
about the same as the number of completed parts of type 2

v8 � v16 � u (25)

v16 � v8 � u (26)

where v8 and v16 denote the number of firings of t8 and t16, respec-
tively. Note that constraints involving the vector v can be easily repre-
sented as marking constraints in a transformed PN [16].

The constraints (23)–(24) are to be enforced assuming the following
subsystems: Tc;1 = ft1g and To;1 = ft1; t2; t3; t4g; Tc;2 = ft4g
and To;2 = ft4; t5; t6; t7; t8g; Tc;3 = ft9g, and
To;3 = ft9; t10; t11; t12g; Tc;4 = ft12; t15g and
To;4 = ft12; t13; t14; t15; t16g. We take Ci = fig for
i = 1 . . . 4. Enforcing (23)–(24) for k = 2 results in the
control places C1; C2; C3, and C4 shown in Fig. 3. They
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Fig. 3. Manufacturing system, PN model (solid line), and supervisor (dashed line).

correspond to the subsystems 1–4, respectively, and enforce
�1 + �2 + �3 � 2; �4 + �5 + �6 � 2; �8 + �9 + �10 � 2, and
�11 + �12 + �13 � 2.

In order to enforce (25) and (26), we need communication of events.
Indeed, without communication there is no acceptable solution. For in-
stance, a solution is to enforce �4 + �5 + �6 + �7 + v8 � u in
subsystem 2 and �14+ v16 � u in subsystem 4. However, this implies
that the manufacturing system is constrained to produce no more than
2u parts! To exclude such solutions of the ILP, we can introduce live-
ness constraints. In this example, we can add the liveness constraints
Lix � 0 for x = Dy and y = [1; 1; . . . 1]T . This is to prevent the con-
straints generated by the algorithm from blocking the firing sequence
t1t2 . . . t16 to occur infinitely often. However, with this liveness con-
straint and no communication, the problem becomes infeasible. There-
fore, since communication is necessary, we are interested to minimize
it. Assuming broadcast (�ij = �j ; "ij = "j , for all i) and that the cost
of remote control and remote observation is nonzero and equal (i.e.,
cij = fij in (22), the following is an optimal solution:

�4 + �5 + �6 + �7 + v8 � v16 � 2 (27)

�14 + v16 � v8 � 2 (28)

which involves communicating the occurrences of t8 and t16. The con-
straint (27) is implemented in the subsystem 2, and the constraint (28)
in the subsystem 4. In Fig. 3, the two constraints are enforced by the
control places C5 and C6.

Finally, note that the ILP may have several solutions with the same
cost but different permissiveness. For instance, we could have �11 +
�12 + �13 + �14 + v16 � v8 � 2 instead of (28). Then, a second ILP
could be used to select a better solution, by minimizing the sum of the
positive coefficients of the constraints, while requiring the other coef-
ficients to stay less or equal to zero (the second ILP is also subject to
the constraints of the first ILP and to a constraint that fixes the commu-
nication cost to the minimal value previously computed.)

VII. CONCLUSION

The design of decentralized supervisors is computationally easy for
the class of specifications identified as d-admissible. When commu-
nication between the local supervisors is allowed, specifications that
are not d-admissible can be enforced by solving first a centralized de-
sign problem, and then decentralizing the solution. The decentralized
solution can be obtained by solving an ILP, which reduces the commu-
nication cost while maintaining the permissiveness of the centralized
solution. Alternatively, specifications that are not d-admissible can also
be enforced by constraint transformations. The constraint transforma-
tion approach has the benefit that it can be used in decentralized set-

tings with no communication or with restricted communication. It al-
lows also the minimization of the communication cost, when commu-
nication is available. The results of this note have been presented for
specifications L� � b and free-labeled Petri nets. Straightforward ex-
tensions to more general specifications and plant models are possible
for many of the results presented in this note.
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